
The top-down approach 

u Choreography programming à la Chor 
follows a top-down approach: 
n  Synthesise the end-point programs 

directly from the choreography 

u There exists also a bottom-up 
approach: 
n  Combine already existing programs to 

implement a given choreography 
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The bottom-up approach 

u Useful for Web Services composition 
u Web Services publishes their 

behavioural interface, and are 
combined on purpose 
n  Examples of service interface languages: 

w Abstract WS-BPEL: a version of BPEL where 
internal behaviour remains unspecified 

w WSCI: Web Services Choreography Interface 
(W3C standard) 
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WSCI 

u  Similar to 
WS-BPEL 
but describes 
only input- 
output 
behaviour 
of an existing 
Web Service 
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Service contracts 

u The service behavioural interface is also 
called contract 

u The contract describes:  
n  the signature of the 

provided operations 
n  the correct sequences  

of invoke and receive 

Contract: 
abstract service   

description    

   Service    

public registry 
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Choreography based service 
composition 

  
  Choreography 

with Participants p1…pn 

M. Bravetti, G. Zavattaro: Towards a Unifying Theory for Choreography 
Conformance and Contract Compliance. Software Composition 2007: 34-50 
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Choreography based service 
composition 

  
  Choreography 

with Participants p1…pn 

Contract 
required for  

Participant p1 

public registry 

Contract 
required for  

Participant Pn 

public registry 

…

M. Bravetti, G. Zavattaro: Towards a Unifying Theory for Choreography 
Conformance and Contract Compliance. Software Composition 2007: 34-50 
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Contract 
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public registry 
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required for  
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   Service       Service    …
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Choreography based service 
composition 

  

Reciprocal invocations 

  Choreography 
with Participants p1…pn 

Contract 
required for  

Participant p1 

public registry 

Contract 
required for  

Participant Pn 

public registry 

   Service       Service    …

M. Bravetti, G. Zavattaro: Towards a Unifying Theory for Choreography 
Conformance and Contract Compliance. Software Composition 2007: 34-50 
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Research problem: define 
choreography “Conformance” 

  conformant  
for p1 to 

conformant  
for pn to 

  Choreography 
with Participants p1…pn 

Contract 
required for  

Participant p1 

public registry 

Contract 
required for  

Participant Pn 

public registry 

Reciprocal invocations 

   Service       Service    …

M. Bravetti, G. Zavattaro: Towards a Unifying Theory for Choreography 
Conformance and Contract Compliance. Software Composition 2007: 34-50 
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To define “Conformance” we need 
the notion of “Implementation” 

u  The combined services should correctly 
implement the choreography: 
n  So we need to formalize what we mean with 

choreography “implementation”  
n  First see an example … 

u  Notation: 
n  Usual notation for choreographies 
n  Service contracts denoted as processes (as in POC calculus) 
n  We add an internal action τ (no communication action)  
n  A contract composition is denoted with: [C1]l1  …  [Cn]ln 

(C1…Cn  are the contracts and  l1…ln  their locations) 
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Input/Output asymmetry 

u  Services usually follow such rules: 
n  The decision to execute an input operation depends 

on the availability of the corresponding message 
n  The decision to execute an output is taken locally: 

cannot depend on the environment 

u Consequence: 
a + b 	 	 τ;a + τ;b  

   a + b 	 	    a + τ;b	
 no mixed choice in service contracts ! 
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Choreography implementations: 
 by examples 

u Given the choreography: 
RequestAliceàBob; (AcceptBobàAlice + RejectBobàAlice) 	
The following are implementations: 
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Output preceded by τ  
(decided internally) 
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Choreography implementations: 
 by examples 

u Given the choreography: 
RequestAliceàBob; (AcceptBobàAlice + RejectBobàAlice) 	
The following are implementations: 
 [τ;Request;(Accept+Reject)]Alice   
[Request;(τ;Accept+τ;Reject)]Bob	

	

	[τ;RequestBob;(Accept+Reject+Retry)]Alice   
[Request;(τ;Accept+τ;Reject)]Bob	

	

	[τ;Request;(Accept+Reject+Retry)]Alice   
[Request;τ;Accept]Bob	

	
	
	
	
	

		

Output preceded by τ  
(decided internally) 
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Choreography implementation 

u A set of combined services, is an 
implementation of a choreography if: 
n  The service composition is correct: 

w All the services will eventually successfully 
complete  

n  The interactions among the services 
adhere to the choreography specification: 
w We require the inclusion of the set of 

interaction traces of the services in the set of 
interaction traces of the choreography 
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Correct compositions:  
 informally 

u The composition  [C1]  [C2]  is correct 
when contracts are compliant, e.g.: 
n  C1 = a+b 	 	C2 = τ;a + τ;b 	
n  C1 = a;b 	 	C2 = τ;a; τ;b 	
n  C1 = a+b+c 	 	C2 = τ;a + τ;b 	
n  C1 = a+b 	 	C2 = τ;a	
n  C1 = a;b 	 	C2 = ( τ;a ) | (τ;b ) 	
n  C1 = a | b 	 	C2 = ( τ;a ) + (τ;b ) 	
n  C1 = (a; τ;b)* 	C2 = τ;a;( b; τ;a )*;b  
 



All services synchronise 
on successful termination 
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Correct compositions:  
 formally 

u The contract composition P=[C1]  …  [Cn]   
is correct if: 

 

 if  P ---> … ---> P’   
then there exist P’’ and P’’’  
s.t.  P’ ---> … --->P’’ ---> P’’’  

n  i.e. every computation can be extended to 
reach successful completion of all contracts 

n  we say contracts C1…Cn are compliant 
 

√ 
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Choreography-based composition: 
 the ideal solution 

H	   with roles 
p1,p2,…,pn      	

[C1]p1   [C2]p2 …   [Cn]pn	implements H	

… 

… 

contracts  
for p1    	

contracts  
for p2    	

contracts  
for pn    	

conformance 
  relation	
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Maximal conformance relation 

u Many different relations satisfying the 
previous property could exist: 
n  The ideal solution is to consider the 

maximal conformance relation (that 
includes all such relations) 

u A negative result for choreography-
based service composition: 
n  Such maximal relation does not exist ! 

(see next slide) 
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No maximal conformance relation  

u Consider the choreography 
	 	aràs | bràs	

	that can be implemented as: 
	 	[ τ;a | τ;b ]r    [ τ;a;b + τ;b;a ]s	
	 	[τ;a;τ;b + τ;b;τ;a ]r    [a|b]s 		
 but not as: 

		         [τ;a;τ;b + τ;b;τ;a ]r    [ τ;a;b + τ;b;a ]s	



u How to survive at this negative result? 
u We can exploit our expertise on 

choreography projection 
n  Use projection to obtain a canonical 

implementation 
n  Admit local refinement of the contracts in 

the canonical implementation 
w We will see that under some reasonable 

assumptions the maximal refinement exists! 
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No maximal conformance relation  
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…

  Choreography  

Contract 
public registry 

  

Contract 

public registry 

   Service       Service    …
Reciprocal invocations 

Contract Part. 1  Contract Part. n …
refines refines 

compliance 
preserved by 
refinement 

compliant by 
construction 

projection projection 

Projection + Refinement 
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…

  Choreography  

Contract 
public registry 

  

Contract 

public registry 

   Service       Service    …
Reciprocal invocations 

Contract Part. 1  Contract Part. n …
refines refines 

compliance 
preserved by 
refinement 

compliant by 
construction 

projection projection 

Compliance-preserving local 
refinement 
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Starting point: Subcontract preorder 

C 	

sub-contracts  
of C    	

subcontract 
preorder 

u Preorder ≤ between contracts C: 
n C’ ≤ C means C’ is a subcontract of C 

M. Bravetti, G. Zavattaro: A Foundational Theory of 
Contracts for Multi-party Service Composition.  
Fundam. Inform. 89 (4): 451-478 (2008) 
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Such that …. 

       C1                            C2	 	 	  Cn	

Given a set of compliant contracts 

is a set of compliant contracts 

subcontract 
preorder 

sub-contracts  
of C2    	 … 

sub-contracts  
of C1    	

sub-contracts  
of Cn    	

         C’1                          C’2                                  C’n	
… 

… 
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Singular refinement is implied 

u In particular (since ≤ is a preorder, it is 
reflexive, i.e. Cj ≤ Cj): 
 C’i ≤ Ci implies C’i must comply with the 
other initial contracts C1,…,Ci-1,Ci+1,…,Cn 
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A good refinement: the largest 
subcontract preorder (if it exists!) 

u Suppose ≤’ and ≤’’ are two subcontract 
relations such that  
n  C’1 ≤’ C1 and C’2 ≤’ C2 

n  C’’1 ≤’’ C1 and C’’2 ≤’’ C2 

u If ≤ is the largest subcontract preorder 
it includes both ≤’ and ≤’’ hence we have 
n  C’1 ≤ C1 and C’’2 ≤ C2 

n  C’’1 ≤ C1 and C’2 ≤ C2 
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The best refinement: allow 
subcontract with additional operations 

u  Knowledge about operations used in initial 
contracts can be used … 
n  … to allow subcontract to use additional 

operations depending on assumption they are 
not used by other contracts 

u How to use such knowledge:  
formally, we parametrize subcontract 
preorders with information about 
n  operations that can be invoked (output O) 
n  operations that can be received (input I) 

 by others. We write C’ ≤I,O C  
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A first negative result … 
u Consider the two compliant contracts: 
	 	  C1= a         C2=  a	

 we could have a preorder ≤’ for which 
	 	a + b ≤’N-{b},N-{b}  a          	
 and a preorder ≤’’ for which 

	 	a + b;c ≤’’N-{b},N-{b} a 	  		
	but no subcontract preorder ≤ could have both 
	 	a + b ≤N-{b},N-{b} a	 	 a + b;c ≤N-{b},N-{b} a	
u Consequence: no maximal subcontract relation!  



… but don’t worry ! 

u In the previous example we used 
outputs which are not preceded by τ	
n  mixed choices are used, that are not 

present in service contracts! 

u The presence of τ before output has an 
important consequence, called output 
persistence (see next slide) 
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Output persistence 

u Output persistence means that given a 
process state C: 
n  If C has an output transition on a and  

C-->C’ with α different from this output, 
then also C’ has an output transition on a  
(and C' --> ) 

α

√ 

a 
a 

b 
√ 

Models and Languages for Service-Oriented and Cloud Computing Bertinoro 7-11/3/2016  
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Subcontracts cannot add reachable 
invoke of new operations 

u Due to output persistency subcontracts cannot 
add reachable outputs on new operations  
(as done by ≤’’ in the counter-example) 
n  otherwise subcontract compliance w.r.t initial 

contracts is not preserved	
u Reachable additional actions on new 

operations can be just inputs 
n  The absence of corresponding outputs guarantees 

interactions on new operations between 
subcontracts cannot occur  
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u The preorder C’ ≤I,O C iff for every context 
P with inputs in I and outputs in O, 

	[C]  P is correct implies [C’]  P is correct 
n  is a subcontract preorder 
n  includes all subcontract preorders  

u For the experts: 
n  similar to testing, but requires success of 

both test P and tested processes [C] and [C’]  

Main theorem: 
largest subcontract preorder exists 

max 
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Input knowledge independence 

u If I’,I’’ include operations of outputs in C:	
C’ ≤I’,O C iff C’ ≤I’’,O C  

n  because subcontract C’ cannot add reachable 
outputs on new operations w.r.t. those in C 

u We just use ≤O  to stand for ≤N,O	
n  contrary to inputs, restricting output 

operations of contexts increase possible 
subcontracts	

max max 

max max 
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Output knowledge allows extension 
with additional input operations 

u Problem reduced to ≤ (meaning ≤N,N): 

C’ ≤O   C iff C’ \\ N-O ≤     C \\ N-O 
 i.e. subcontract relation when inputs that 
cannot be invoked are restricted 

 
C \\ S means that we remove from the semantics  

the input actions on the operations in S 

max max 
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u Subcontract contains a universal 
quantification over possible contexts 

u Sound characterization resorting to the 
theory of should-testing  [Rensink-Vogler07] 

n  C’ ≤O   C is implied by  
NF (C’ \\ N-O)  ≤test  NF (C \\ N-O)	

n  i.e. ≤O coarser than testing preorder for two 
main reasons … 

Decidibility of a sound characteri-
zation based on Should Testing 

max 



Compliance vs Testing 

u The semantic restriction 
n  allows a contract and its subcontracts to have 

different inputs in the set N-O 
(being restricted are not observed by 
testing) 

u Uncontrollable processes 
n  Contracts which have no compliant 

contracts, like τ;a+τ;b and c+c;d, have all 
other contracts as subcontract: 
w for every C, we have C ≤ τ;a+τ;b and C ≤ c+c;d 
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Located output 

u Consider a version of output directed 
to a specific location: 

 [reqs2]c   [req]s1   [req]s2 
n  which is different from the usual 

 [req]c   [req]s1   [req]s2  
 because only the second server can 
 consume the request (while in the usual 
 case both servers can) 
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Justification of located outputs 

u If we start from a choreography, it is 
natural to add the destination to the 
projected output: 
n  Classical projection: 

n  Output directed projection: 
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u The preorder C’ ≤I,O  C iff for every l  
and every P (with no contract located at l), 

	[C]l   P is correct implies [C’]l   P is correct 
n  is a subcontract preorder 
n  includes all subcontract preorders  

Main theorem continue to hold:  
largest subcontract preorder exists 

max 
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But now also output knowledge is 
irrelevant ! 

u If I’,I’’ include located outputs in C:	
C’ ≤I’,O C iff C’ ≤I’’,O C  

n  because subcontract C’ cannot add reachable 
outputs on new operations w.r.t. those in C 

u If, for every l, O’l,O’’l include inputs in C:	
C’ ≤I,O’ C iff C’ ≤I,O’’ C  

n  because compliant contexts of C cannot reach 
outputs to C that it cannot receive 

max max 

max max 



Subcontract is independent 
from the initial contracts 

u For located output we have that we 
can simply consider ≤N,N which we 
denote with ≤	
n  Main result: 

w subcontract relation is independent from the 
initial contracts, so we can analyse if contract 
C’ can replace C in every possible context  

n  We can perform the subcontract analysis 
analysis once for all ! 
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max 

max 
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Independence on output knowledge 
allows extension with input operations 

u Since restricting to contexts that 
include only outputs whose operations 
are in I(C) does not change the 
relation, we have:  

C’ ≤     C iff C’\\N-I(C) ≤     C 
  

Significant difference:  
in the previous case we had N-O  

max max 



Observation 
u External choices on inputs can be 

extended: 
n  a+b ≤max a   (thanks to property in previous slide) 

u Internal choices on outputs can be 
reduced: 
n  τ.al ≤max τ;al + τ;bl’ (being more deterministic, as in testing) 

 

For the experts: this occurs in other theories like 
e.g. in session types 
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u Subcontract relation contains a universal 
quantification over possible contexts 

u Sound characterization resorting to the 
theory of should-testing   [Rensink-Vogler07] 

n  C’ ≤      C is implied by  
NF (C’ \\ N-I(C))  ≤test  NF (C)	

Decidibility of a Sound Characteri-
zation based on Should Testing 

max 


